Introduction: We know from experience that "Best Practices" don't always equal "Best results" because the upstream and downstream effects of the changes have not been fully accounted for, measured, and anticipated. Therefore, the results of Best Practices are sometimes stunted by upstream and downstream process barriers. Even worse, when making complex changes and multiple implementations, the results are often impossible to predict accurately using conventional tools such as spreadsheets and flowcharts, making consensus on improvements ideas difficult to attain.
Method: VAO Process Simulation essentially allows you to "tear the roof off the building" (V = visualise), examine the working environment (A = analyse), and "reach down and turn the dials" on the processes to see the effects of change (O = optimise), so as to fully understand the effects on the entire system prior to implementation. Since often no single solution is adequate to solve complex issues, VAO Process Simulation allows to fully understand the full effects of multiple, complex changes before they are implemented.
Take home message: The participant will learn how VAO Process Simulations allow for unprecedented predictive analysis and a complete understanding of the effects of even the most complex process changes. Thus the participant will realise that VAO-technology allows the user to secure that form does follow functions and will:
1.
Simplify even the most complex problems 2.
Identify key issues and bottlenecks
3.
Understand economical results of change more clearly, and 4. Improve the basis for safer, better and more objective decisions.
VAO Process Simulations are dynamic computer simulations that enable users of all business areas to conduct accurate, objective predictive analyses of the effects of process variations, facilities changes, and new designs prior to investments.
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